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DETERMINATION OF RUPTURE DURATION AND STRESS DROP 
FOR EARTHQUAKES IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

BY ARTHUR FRANKEL AND HIROO KANAMORI 

ABSTRACT 

A simple technique is developed for determining the rupture duration and 
stress drop of earthquakes between magnitudes 3.5 and 4.0 using the time 
between the P-wave onset and the first zero crossing (71t2) on seismograms from 
local seismic networks. This method is applied to 10 main shocks in southern 
California to investigate regional variations in stress drop. The initial pulse widths 
of 65 foreshocks or aftershocks of these events were measured. Values of 7112 

for small earthquakes below about magnitude 2.2 are generally observed to 
remain constant with decreasing magnitude in four sequences studied. The 
relative pulse width of a particular main shock (M ~ 3.5) at a given station is 
found to be correlated with the relative pulse width of its aftershocks recorded 
at that station. These observations are interpreted to signify that the waveforms 
of these small events (M ~ 2.2) are essentially the impulse response of the path 
between the source and receiver. Values of 7112determined from small foreshocks 
and aftershocks are, therefore, subtracted (in effect deconvolved) from those of 
each main shock to obtain an estimate of the rupture duration of the main shock 
which is corrected for path effects. 

Significant variations in rupture duration and stress drop are observed for the 
main shocks studied. Aftershock locations and azimuthal variations in 7112 both 
indicate that the rupture zone of one earthquake expanded unilaterally. A factor 
of 10 variation in stress drop is calculated for two adjacent events of similar 
seismic moments occurring 1 hr apart on the San Jacinto fault system. The first 
event in this pair had the highest stress drop of the events studied (860 bars) 
and was followed within 8 months by a magnitude 5.5 earthquake 2 km away. 

INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of seismic stress drop constitutes one of the few methods for 
constraining estimates of the tectonic stress at depth. Although earthquake stress 
drops cannot specify the absolute level of tectonic stress, they represent a lower 
bound. Areas containing earthquakes with relatively high stress drops are presum
ably regions of comparatively large tectonic stress. The determination of spatial 
and temporal variations in stress drop would improve our understanding of the 
accumulation of tectonic stress and may have application to earthquake prediction. 
The seismic stress drop is one of the parameters which determines the level of 
accelerations produced by an earthquake, and regional variations in stress drop 
could have importance to seismic risk analysis. 

This paper presents a simple technique for estimating the rupture duration and 
hence stress drop of earthquakes between about magnitudes 3.5 and 4.0 using 
seismograms from local seismic networks. Routine determination of stress drop for 
the large numbers of earthquakes recorded by short-period networks (/0 ~ 1 Hz) 
could provide substantial information on the temporal and spatial variations of the 
tectonic stress field. 

We measure the time between the P-wave onset and the first zero crossing directly 
from the seismogram (denoted as T112) to estimate the rupture duration of earth
quakes greater than magnitude 3.4 in southern California. The seismograms were 
collected by the array of short-period seismometers operated in southern California 
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jointly by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the California Institute of 
Technology (CIT). The initial pulse width on the seismogram is a function of the 
rupture duration, the instrumental response, and the broadening caused by the 
apparent attentuation of the path. The term "apparent attenuation" refers to the 
loss of high-frequency energy relative to low-frequency energy by either intrinsic 
dissipation in the crustal rocks or by scattering from heterogeneities. 

The essential problem in stress drop determination that we address in this paper 
is the effect of the source-receiver path on the initial pulse width of the seismogram. 
We seek to compare stress drop estimates from earthquakes in a variety of tectonic 
regimes, and we require a simple method that corrects for the propagation effects 
between each source-station pair. This task is also complicated by the fact that the 
network stations are usually separated from the earthquakes by a distance of several 
source depths. For such stations, the first arrival may not represent the direct wave 
but may consist of the interference of diving waves refracted by positive velocity 
gradients in the crust (see Cerveny, 1966). 

The influence of apparent attenuation on high-frequency seismic energy (f > 5 
Hz) is poorly understood, and its severity is debated. Recent evidence implies that 
large amounts of apparent attenuation may occur at shallow depths (0 to 3 km) 
beneath the receiving sites, a process referred to as the site response. This site 
response can produce corner frequencies in displacement spectra and pulse durations 
in the waveforms of microearthquakes which are unrelated to source duration. 
Frankel (1982) reported corner frequencies for microearthquakes in the northeast
ern Caribbean that were characteristic of the receiving sites. Hanks (1982) observed 
that the acceleration spectra derived from strong motion records rapidly fall off 
above a certain frequency, which he denoted as !max· He noted that !max was related 
to site characteristics for recordings of aftershocks in Oroville, California. Andrews 
(1982) reported spectral differences dependent on receiver site for earthquakes in 
Mammoth Lakes. These studies suggest that it is necessary to correct for the site 
response before using spectra or pulse widths to estimate the source dimensions of 
small earthquakes. 

In the first part of this paper, we summarize our observations on the dependence 
of initial pulse width on magnitude in three main shock-aftershock sequences and 
one swarm in southern California. We find that T 1; 2 usually decreases to a minimum 
value that remains constant as the magnitude of the earthquake decreases below 
about 2.2. These minimum pulse widths differ between stations at comparable 
distances from each of these sequences. We interpret these minimum pulse widths 
as being produced solely by propagation effects. 

One of the key points we wish to demonstrate is that the source duration can 
only be determined for earthquakes whose rupture times are sufficiently long to be 
separated from the pulse broadening caused by the path. Therefore, we limit our 
investigation to the source parameters of earthquakes of magnitude 3.5 and greater. 
Unfortunately, the high gain and limited dynamic range of the seismic network 
cause the seismograms of such events to be severely clipped. This clipping occurs 
during the modulation of the signal at the seismometer site before it is transmitted 
by radio or telephone line to the central recording site. Although the seismometer 
accurately tracks the ground motion of these larger events, the voltage controlled 
oscillator (VCO) has a limited range of frequency modulation. Ellis and Lindh 
(1976) demonstrated that the zero crossings of clipped seismograms from the USGS 
network instrumentation accurately reflect the zero crossings of the unclipped 
seismometer output. O'Neill and Healy (1973) have used T 1; 2 from clipped records 
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of local network stations to estimate the source parameters of earthquakes in central 
California and Colorado. 

In this paper, we use the waveforms of small aftershocks and foreshocks (M < 
2.4) as empirical Green's functions to correct for the effects of the path and the 
instrument on the initial pulse width of the larger events (3.5 ~ M < 4.0) studied. 
We then estimate the rupture duration and stress drop of 10 main shocks in 
southern California. We felt that the zero crossings of events greater than magnitude 
4.0 may represent subevents and that such earthquakes would not be appropriate 
for this study. The technique presented in this paper reveals that significant 
differences in stress drop occur in southern California for events in the magnitude 
range studied. 

DATA 

We measured the T 112's for 11 main shocks (M ~ 3.5) and 65 smaller events that 
accompanied them. The pertinent data are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The locations 
of the main shocks and stations used in this study are shown in Figure 1. We 
limited our study to stations within 70 km of the earthquakes. Tt;2 was measured 
only if the foreshock/ aftershock waveform had the same first motion as the main 
shock. Only waveforms with relatively impulsive P waves were analyzed. 

Each station of the southern California network (SCARLET) consists of a vertical 
seismometer with a 1-Hz natural period. At the frequencies of interest to this study 
(>5 Hz), the output of the seismometer is flat to velocity. Figure 2 shows the 
response of the system (standard USGS configuration) to an impulse of ground 
displacement determined from the response characteristics given by Archambeau 
(1979). The value of Tt/2 measured from the seismogram is, to within 0.012 sec, 
equivalent to the T 112 of the ground velocity. At the central recording site, the signals 
are recorded on analog magnetic tape and on digital tape when an event detector is 
triggered (see Johnson, 1979). The digital system samples the waveforms at 50 
samples/sec. 

The determination of the relative magnitude of these events was complicated by 
the limited dynamic range of the network. For the events less than magnitude 3, we 
measured the peak-to-peak amplitude of the first cycle of the P wave from one to 
three unclipped stations for each event. The relative magnitude of each event was 
calculated directly from the log of the ratio of the P-wave amplitudes averaged over 
these stations. For the events accompanying main shock number 11, the magnitudes 
were estimated from values of the maximum S-wave amplitudes. Magnitudes listed 
for the main shocks represent the local magnitudes determined from the maximum 
emplitude of the S wave recorded on Wood-Anderson seismometers. 

A change in the instrumentation at the central recording site during late 1978 
necessitated the use of seismograms played back from both the digital and analog 
tapes. The pulse widths of events prior to late 1978 (events 1 through 5 and their 
accompanying earthquakes) were read directly from playbacks of the digital record
ings. In late 1978, antialiasing filters were installed at the recording site. This 
produces the impulse response shown in Figure 2 as the modified USGS configu
ration. These filters altered the signals that entered the digital recording system 
but were not applied to the signals recorded on analog tape. We found that the 
addition of the antialiasing filter severely distorts the zero crossings of the clipped 
seismograms. Therefore, we utilized playbacks from the analog tapes to measure 
the pulse widths of the main shocks after 1978. 

The measurement of T 1; 2 for the smaller events after 1978 presented another 



TABLE 1 1-' 
01 

MAGNITUDES AND INITIAL PULSE WIDTHS FOR EVENTS STUDIED ~ 
0 

Event No Date T1me(UTC) Magmtude r 1/2 (sec) 

PSP RAY RMR INS MDA PEC 

1 22 Sept 1977 9:41 3.5 0.09 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.125 0.15 
9:30 2.0 0.05 0.075 0.055 0.085 0.065 
9:54 2.8 0.05 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.11 > 

18:29 2.1 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.085 0.06 0.10 :;:c 
>-3 

23 Sept. 1977 00:08 13 0.05 0.055 ::I: 
c:: 
:;:c 

SIL RAY CKC 1-.j 
:;:c 

5 Feb. 1978 9:53 3.8 0.16 0.15 0.14 > 2 z 
4 Feb. 1978 20:48 1.5 0.08 0.09 ~ 

['j 
5 Feb. 1978 4:25 2.3 0.095 0.10 t"' 

4:50 2.1 0.105 0.09 007 > 
8:41 1.5 0.08 z 

0 
11:14 2.1 0.085 0.065 ::I: 
20:03 1.8 0.085 0.07 -:;:c 
22:43 1.3 0.08 0 

12 Feb. 1978 14:55 1.7 0.085 0 

~ 
> 

SIL RAY INS TPC RDM SDW KEE z 
> :::: 

3 29 Apr. 1978 4:03 3.8 0.20 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.19 0.21 0.11 0 
:;:c 

4:11 1.4 0.07 -4:29 2.5 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.065 0.065 
'llr'l'j 4:31 2.4 0.075 0.075 0.09 0.125 0.07 0.06 0.06 

6:18 1.6 0.07 0.065 0.075 
9:13 1.8 0.07 0.07 0.085 

10:32 1.5 0.065 0.06 0.065 
10:48 1.5 0.07 0.075 0.065 
11:17 1.8 0.07 0.065 0.075 
13:19 2.1 0.08 0.075 0.08 0.065 
13:21 1.8 0.07 0.06 0.07 



30 Apr. 1978 2:48 1.8 0.065 0.065 0.065 
18:06 1.7 0.065 0065 O.o7 

7 May 1978 23:30 1.7 O.o7 O.o7 0.08 0 
t'j 

17 May 1978 6:43 1.6 0.075 '"'3 
t'j 
:;:tJ 

MOV RMR SMO ::::: ..... z 
4 5 July 1978 10:47 3.7 0.13 0.18 0.09 > 

'"'3 ..... 
10:52 2.1 O.o7 0.11 0.04 0 z 

CKC SME PEM 0 
'-.;l 

:;:tJ 
5 11 Aug. 1978 00:47 3.9 0.16 0.12 0.21 c:: 

21:26 1.9 0.05 0.105 '"l:i 
'"'3 

12 Aug. 1978 15:40 1.5 0.065 0.065 0.115 c:: 
=:o 

16 Aug. 1978 17:04 2.0 O.o7 0.075 0.11 t'j 

0 
SMO KEE COY PSP RAY c:: 

:;:tJ 
> 

6 2 July 1979 11:51 3.8 0.07 0.08 0.085 0.08 0.12 
'"'3 ..... 
0 

12:15 1.4 0.045 0.05 0.06 0.055 z 
12:41 1.4 0.035 > 

7 2 July 1979 12:42 3.6 0.09 0.14 0.115 0.095 0.15 z 
12:45 2.3 0.095 

0 
rFl 

12:49 2.1 0.075 O.o7 0.065 '"'3 
:;:tJ 
t'j 

BLU LJB ADL RDM rFl 
rFl 

0 
8 28 Aug. 1979 8:57 3.9 0.085 0.09 0.095 0.13 :;:tJ 

0 
29 Aug. 1979 14:19 2.5 0.045 0.06 0.09 '"l:i 

30 Aug. 1979 2:18 2.1 0.05 0.045 
3 Sept. 1979 00:06 2.4 0.055 0.05 

..... 
01 
V:l ..... 



COY SMO KEE JUL PSP 
I-' 
01 

9 3 Sept. 1979 11:44 3.8 0.11 0.10 0.085 0.12 0.085 CIJ 
t-:l 

8:39 1.3 0.05 0.065 0.04 
12:00 1.8 0.045 0.05 0.04 
13:55 2.1 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.045 

PSP CPM RMR RCH COY 

10 10 Mar. 1980 6:54 3.7 0.085 0.195 0.155 0.195 0.15 
6:23 2.3 0.045 0.095 0.08 0.11 > 
6:39 2.0 0.05 0.105 ~ 
9:12 2.2 0.05 0.10 0.085 0.09 :I: 

c:: 
::0 

KEE SMO VG2 WWR RAY '-.:1 
::0 
> 

11 1 Feb. 1981 11:30 3.7 0.175 0.077 0.075 0.12 0.125 z 
~ 

18 Jan. 1981 20:19 3.1 0.112 0.11 0.057 0.065 t':l 

19 Jan. 1981 16:23 1.8 0.08 0.045 0.05 0.07 
t"' 

> 21:20 1.8 0.05 0.038 0.06 z 
29 Jan. 1981 4:51 2.1 0.08 0.055 0.05 0 

14:33 1.9 0.085 0.06 0.04 :I: -30 Jan. 1981 8:19 2.3 0.12 0.06 :;o 

1 Feb. 1981 0.01 2.5 0.09 0.045 
0 
0 

12:21 1.5 0.09 ~ 
13:14 1.7 0.09 > z 
13:30 2.3 0.124 > 
18:30 1.2 0.083 :s:: 

0 
19:27 3.3 0.16 0.115 0.09 0.10 ::0 -19:34 1.0 0.086 
19:41 1.2 0.083 
21:07 1.8 0.107 0.06 0.055 0.08 
23.39 1.2 0.09 
23:57 1.2 0.086 

5 Feb. 1981 6:49 2.4 0.097 0.07 0.052 0.085 
13:38 3.0 0.105 0.08 0.07 0.09 
18:57 3.1 0.185 0.087 0.06 0.085 

8 Feb. 1981 18:53 2.1 0.10 0.05 0.05 
11 Feb. 1981 8:23 2.9 0.105 0.08 0.06 0.078 
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problem, because analog tape records for these earthquakes were not saved. The 
pulse widths for these events were measured from the digital seismograms that were 
processed to remove the effects of the antialiasing filters. The digital seismograms 
were transformed to the frequency domain, divided by the response of the filter, 
and transformed back to the time domain. The accuracy of this method was tested 
by using stations which were digitally recorded both with and without the antialias
ing filter. A comparison of seismograms obtained by deconvolving the filtered 
records with the original, unfiltered seismograms showed that our procedure accu
rately reproduced the 71/2 of the original waveforms. 

Two of the stations utilized in this study are CIT stations with a different 
response than the standard USGS installation (see Figure 2). This response pro
duces a significant broadening of the pulse width. These stations are noted in Table 
2. As we will show in a later section, the pulse broadening caused by the instruments 
at these two stations is effectively removed by the procedure we use to determine 
source duration. 

PULSE WIDTH AS A FUNCTION OF MAGNITUDE 

Figure 3 shows 71; 2 as a function of magnitude for four earthquake sequences. 
These values of pulse width were read directly from the unprocessed digital play
backs for earthquakes associated with main shocks 1, 2, and 3. Although the digital 
system samples every 0.02 sec, we linearly interpolated between data points to 
estimate 71;2 to within 0.005 sec. For the events accompanying main shock 11, 71;2 
was measured directly from playbacks of the analog tapes. 

It is clear from Figure 3 that, in most cases, 71;2 decreases to a minimum value 
that remains constant as the magnitude decreases. This effect is observed for the 
aftershocks of event 1 recorded at RMR and PSP, for the foreshocks and aftershocks 
of event 2 at SIL and RAY, for the aftershock of event 3 at SIL and RAY, and for 
the swarm events that occurred with event 11 at station KEE. This leveling off of 
71;2 with magnitude is not apparent for the swarm events accompanying event 11 
for the two other stations used (SMO and VG2). However, these stations were 
noisier than KEE so that pulse widths of events less than magnitude 1. 7 could not 
be measured for these stations. Constancy of pulse width as a function of magnitude 
has also been reported by O'Neill and Healy (1973) for earthquakes less than 
magnitude 2.0 in central California. 

The threshold magnitude where 71;2 levels off varies from 2.8 to about 1.8 and 
does not appear to be a function of distance. Stations at similar distances from a 
given sequence often display different values of 71;2. It should be stressed that the 
minimum pulse width that is observed cannot be caused by the instrument response. 
Figure 3 also provides a check on the reliability of the zero crossings from clipped 
records. The magnitude where clipping occurs is shown by an arrow for each station. 
It is apparent that 71;2 remains nearly unchanged between unclipped and clipped 
seismograms in many cases. Thus, the clipping does not alter the value of 71;2 for 
these events. 

As an example, the waveforms of two events differing in magnitude but having 
about the same 71;2's are depicted in Figure 4. These two foreshocks to event 2 
exhibit very similar waveforms despite their difference in amplitude of a factor of 
about seven. The relative seismic moments of events with similar values of 71; 2 is 
equal to their relative amplitudes. Thus, the difference in the log of the seismic 
moments for events shown in Figures 3 and 4 with similar pulse widths is equal to 



TABLE 2 "'"" 01 

STATION AND EVENT DATA ~ ..... 
Event No. Depth(km) Stat10n Delta (km) Az1muth (deg) Mtmmum Corrected 

1 5.0* PSP 20.4 170 0.05 0.04 
RAY 22.0 288 0.07 0.06 
RMR 26.4 2 0.05 0.06 
INS 36.4 97 0.085 0.035 
MDA 38.9 260 0.06 0.065 > 
PECt 54.0 260 0.10 0.05 ~ = 2 0.3* SIL 11.6 293 0.08 0.08 c: 

::a 
RAY 31.7 196 0.07 0.08 ~ 
CKC 46.5 246 0.065 0.075 ::a 

> z 
3 76 SIL 27.9 298 0.065 0.135 :;:<: 

t".l 
RAY 31.3 227 0.06 0.08 t"' 

INS 46.8 133 0.065 0.095 > 
TPCt 49.2 106 0.125 0.095 z 

0 
RDM 60.5 289 0.065 0.125 = SDW 63.4 312 0.06 0.15 -::a 
KEE 65.8 187 0.06 0.05 0 

0 

4 1.6 MOV 30.5 1 0.07 0.06 :;:<: 
> 

RMR 37.4 350 0.11 0.07 z 
> SMO 38.5 174 0.04 0.05 a: 
0 

CKC 94 0.065 0.095 
::a 5 4.4 25.0 -SME 37.0 167 0.05 0.07 

PEM 39.4 272 0.105 0.105 

6 17.6 SMO 5.9 38 0.035 0.035 
KEE 21.4 319 0.05 0.03 
COY 22.8 129 0.06 0.025 
PSP 33.6 352 0.055 0.025 
RAY 66.6 335 0.095 0.025 



7 16.6 SMO 5.6 52 0.035 0.055 

KEE 19.9 318 0.05 0.09 

COY 24 2 130 0.06 0.055 

PSP 32.3 353 0055 0.04 

RAY 65.2 335 0.095 0.055 
0 
tz::l 

8 7.2 BLU 2.3 160 0.05 0035 >-3 
tz::l 

LJB 21 2 334 0.045 0.045 ::0 

ADL 33.8 63 0 05 0045 ~ ..... 
RDM 51.6 92 0.09 0.04 z 

> 
>-3 ..... 

9 5.0* COY 6.1 113 0.045 0.065 0 

SMO 19.1 334 0.05 0.05 z 
KEE 33.7 317 0.05 0.035 0 

"j 

JUL 43.3 212 0.04 0.06 ::0 
PSP 48.6 340 004 0.045 <::: 

"1::1 
>-3 

10 5.0* PSP 27.2 247 0045 0.04 <::: 
::0 

CPM 30.2 15 0105 0.09 tz::l 

RMR 45.0 323 0.095 0.06 0 

RCH 46.7 352 0.08 0.115 
<::: 
::0 

COY 58.9 183 0.09 0.06 > 
>-3 
0 

11 2.6 KEE 18.2 36 0.08 0.095 z 
SMO 28.7 83 0.045 0 032 > 
VG2 36.5 354 0.038 0.037 z 

0 
WWR 55.0 11 0.05 0.07 Ul 

RAY 59.1 356 0.06 0.065 >-3 
::0 

-------~----~· ·- --· 
tz::l 

* Depth poorly constramed. Ul 
Ul 

t CIT statiOn. 
0 
::>:1 
0 
"1::1 

>-' 
01 
~ 
01 
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FIG 1. Map of southern Cahforma showmg mam shocks studted (wtth tdentificatwn numbers), 
stations used, and maJor faults Approximate location of the southern end of the rupture zone of the 
great 1857 earthquake and the pos1t10n of the Anza setsmic gap (Thatcher et al, 1975) are also indtcated. 
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0.25 0. 30 0.35 .40 

FIG. 2 Impulse responses of vanous mstrumentatwn used in thts study, denved from characteristtcs 
reported m Archambeau (1979)· standard USGS configuration (top), modified USGS system with 
anttaliasmg filter (middle), and ClT system (bottom). 
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FIG. 3. Initial pulse w1dth (7112 ) plotted agamst magmtude for (a) main shocks 1 and 2 and their 
foreshocks and aftershocks; (b) mam shock 3 and its aftershocks, and (c) swarm events associated w1th 
event 11 The statwn and ep1central distance are shown on each graph. Arrows denote the approximate 
magnitude where clippmg occurs for that particular source-receiver pair Note the presence of a m1mmum 
value of T 112 at several statwns for earthquakes below about magmtude 2 2 

the difference in their magnitudes. Figure 4 illustrates that the pulse width of these 
foreshocks remains the same despite a factor of seven difference in seismic moment. 

Many studies have found that the corner frequencies of microearthquakes remain 
constant with decreasing seismic moment. This is the frequency domain equivalent 
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of the constancy of 71/2 with moment noted here. Bakun et al. (1976), Frankel 
(1982), and Archuleta et al. (1982), among others, report that corner frequencies of 
events with seismic moments less than about 1021 dyne-em (M ~ 3.0) remain 
constant as seismic moment decreases. This finding contrasts with the scaling 
behavior of larger events, where the corner frequency increases with decreasing 
moment in a manner that preserves a constant stress drop (see Thatcher and 
Hanks, 1973; Archuleta et al., 1982). Many authors attribute the uniformity of 
corner frequency for small events to a property of the source such that the source 
size of these events remains constant with decreasing moment. 

The interpretation that forms the basis of this paper is that the corner frequencies 
and pulse widths of these small events (M < 2.2) are controlled entirely by the 
propagation path. In this view, the source duration of these small earthquakes is 

2/5/78 

9:53 M 3.8-~ 

4:25 M 2.3-----------

2 SEC 
L___j 

RAY 32 km 

] 1100 

counts 

FIG. 4. Waveforms of event 2(ML = 3.8) and two of 1ts foreshocks recorded at RAY (il. = 32 km) 
Note the eqmvalence of T 1; 2 for the two foreshocks despite their difference in amplitudes (and, therefore, 
seJsmtc moments). 

essentially a delta function compared to the pulse broadening produced by the path. 
As the moment of the event becomes smaller, the waveform remains the same but 
decreases in amplitude. The waveform on the small event represents the impulse 
response of the path for an earthquake with that particular radiation pattern. 

Two observations point to propagation effects as the cause for this constancy of 
pulse width observed for small earthquakes. The minimum value of 71;2 for a given 
sequence often varies from station to station (see Table 2), even for stations at 
comparable distances. It can be argued that azimuthally dependent values of 71/2 

can be produced by several models of the earthquake source and might be responsible 
for the apparent site-dependence of the minimum 7 1; 2 • However, stations whose 
azimuths differ by less than 30° often display different values of pulse width. 

The minimum pulse widths illustrated in Figure 3 cannot be accounted for by the 
values of average, whole path attenuation commonly reported for the California 
region (see, e.g., Singh et al., 1982). To quantify the effects of intrinsic attenuation 
on 7 1; 2 , we convolved a Futterman attenuation operator (see Carpenter, 1966) with 
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the instrument response. Using a reasonable value for Qp of 250 and a travel time 
corresponding to a distance of 30 km, the 7 1; 2 of the resulting waveform is only 
0.029 sec. This is much less than the minimum values of 71;2 shown in Figure 3, 
which range from 0.05 to 0.08 sec for stations 18 to 31 km distant from the 
earthquakes. The minimum pulse widths may be caused by severe apparent atten
uation at shallow depths (see Frankel, 1982), which would not be detected by studies 
of attenuation that primarily sample depths greater than a few kilometers. Table 2 
shows that certain stations display different values of minimum 71;2 for different 
propagation paths. 7 1; 2 does not systematically increase for a given earthquake as 
the distance to the station increases. This implies that either the site response has 
a large effect on the pulse width or that propagation paths of similar distance 
produce different amounts of pulse broadening. 

DETERMINATION OF SOURCE PARAMETERS 

Using the waveforms of small events as empirical Green's functions, we can 
estimate the rupture durations of main shocks greater than magnitude 3.5. The 
waveform of the main shock (Amarn(t)) is formed by the convolution of the Green's 
function (G(t)) with the source-time function (Smarn(t)) and the instrument response 
(I(t)), so that 

Amam(t) = Smam(t)*G(t)*J(t). (1) 

Since the source-time function of a small, adjacent aftershock or foreshock is 
essentially a delta function, its waveform (Aafter(t)) represents the convolution of 
the Green's function with the instrument response 

AafterCt) = G(t)*J(t) (2) 

yielding from (1) 

(3) 

Thus, to determine the duration of the source-time function of this main shock, we 
have to deconvolve the aftershock waveform from the main shock waveform. 
However, the clipping of the main shock waveform precludes this deconvolution. 

A simple procedure can be invoked to approximate this deconvolution of the 
initial pulse of the aftershock waveform from that of the main shock. Figure 5 
depicts the waveforms of a main shock (event 3) and one of its aftersocks. This 
figure also contains the waveforms that result when the aftershock waveform is 
convolved with a source-time function which has a triangular shape and varying 
durations. It is apparent that the 7 1; 2 of the resultant waveform is approximately 
equal to the sum of the 7 1; 2 of the aftershock waveform plus the half-duration of the 
source-time function. This summation is a general result for the convolution of two 
relatively symmetrical pulses. Therefore, we can essentially deconvolve the empirical 
Green's function from the clipped record of the main shock by subtracting the 7 1; 2 

of the Green's function (7~Ji') from the 71; 2 ofthe main shock (7l;~m) 

-.ource ,.._ mam after 
71/2 - 71/2 - 71/2 · (4) 

The result is an approximate estimate of the half pulse width (7t/2rce) of the source-
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time function required to convert the Green's function pulse width into the main 
shock's pulse width. A simple triangular shape of the time function is used in this 
example, but any symmetrical, unipolar pulse would yield similar results. It is 
important to note that since the main shock and aftershock waveforms are recorded 
by the same instrument, "deconvolving" one waveform from the other by this 
subtraction effectively cancels the slight effect of the instrument on 71; 2. 

If aftershock waveforms can indeed be thought of as empirical Green's functions, 
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FIG. 5. Waveforms of event 3 (4:03 UTC, ML = 3.8) and one of Its aftershocks (4·31 UTC) recorded 
at SIL. The waveforms shown below the 4:31 event represent the convolution of the 4:31 waveform with 
the source-time functiOns mdicated to the left Note that the r 112's of the convolved waveforms are 
approximately equal to the sum of the r 1; 2 of the origmal waveform and the half duratiOn of the source 
functiOn. 

equation (4) implies that, for a particular source region, stations with relatively 
large values of 71/2 for the main shock will also have relatively large 71;2's for the 
aftershocks, compared to other stations. We tested this implication by calculating 
71;2 residuals for nine of the main shock-aftershock sequences studied. Two of the 
main shocks had azimuthally dependent values of 71;2 that were consistent with 
unilateral rupture propagation and, therefore, were not included in this residual 
analysis. The 71;2 residual for each station-event pair was determined by subtracting 
the 71;7 observed at that station for a given event from the 71; 2 for that event 
averaged over all of the stations that were usable. Thus, a station exhibiting a broad 
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pulse width relative to other stations that recorded the event will have a positive 
residual. 

Figure 6 shows a plot of the T1;2 residuals for the aftershocks with the minimum 
values of T 1; 2 graphed as a function of the 7 1; 2 residuals for the corresponding main 
shocks. This figure clearly indicates that the relative pulse widths of main shocks 
and aftershocks are correlated for a particular source-station pair. This observation 
provides further support for our interpretation of the waveforms of small earth
quakes as empirical Green's functions. 

The 7 1; 2 of the source-time function derived from equation (4) is converted to an 
estimate of source radius using a model of an earthquake source specified by Sato 
and Hirasawa (1973). In this model, the earthquake nucleates at a point, grows 
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FIG. 6 The T 1; 2 restduals observed at a particular statwn for each mam shock plotted agamst the 

T 1; 2 residual of tts aftershock wtth the smallest pulse wtdth recorded at that statwn The correlatiOn of 
these residuals mdtcates that stations with relatively large pulse widths for a gtven main shock also 
dtsplay relatively large pulse widths for tts aftershocks. The restduals are plotted by numbers correspond
ing to the event identification numbers 

outward as a circular rupture with a constant rupture velocity v, and stops instan
taneously. The fault radius r is then related to T 1; 2 by 

v . 
1-- sm 6 

c 

(5) 

as specified by Boatwright (1980). Here, c is the wave velocity and 6 denotes the 
angle between the normal to the fault plllne and the outgoing seismic ray. We 
assume that all of the main shocks studied had a rupture velocity of 0.9 times the 
shear wave velocity. The P-wave velocity is taken to be 6.5 km/sec and the value of 
6 is set at 45 ° for all the calculations. 

The seismic moments of these main shocks were determined from their local 
magnitudes derived from the maximum S-wave amplitudes on Wood-Anderson 
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records. These maximum spectral amplitudes determined from these records should 
be directly proportional to the amplitude of the flat, long-period portion of the 
displacement spectrum because the instrument has a flat displacement response 
above 1.25 Hz and the apparent S-wave corner frequencies for these events are 
above 2 Hz. If the spectra of the Wood-Anderson records at regional distances 
(>200 km) are bandlimited at high frequencies by seismic attenuation, the maximum 
time domain amplitude on the records is directly proportional to the seismic 
moment. Therefore, we use the relationship of Archuleta et al. (1982) for moment 
(M0 ) as a function of local magnitude (Md that was established for earthquakes 
near Mammoth Lakes, California, 

log M 0 = 1.05ML + 17.76. (6) 

The exact form of the moment-magnitude relationship is not crucial to the results 
of this paper because we are studying events in a very limited magnitude range. 
Once the average fault radius r and seismic moment are determined for each event, 
the stress drop titT is calculated from Brune's (1970) formula for a circular fault 

7 Mo 
tiO" =--. 

16 r 3 (7) 

It should be emphasized that the absolute values of the stress drops reported here 
are highly dependent on the proportionality one uses between 7 1; 2 and the source 
radius [equation (5)]. This proportionality is very sensitive to the rupture velocity. 
Furthermore, other source models yield different proportionalities. However, our 
major purpose is to detect relative differences in rupture duration and stress drop. 
These relative variations are not affected by the choice of source models, unless 
different models are required to describe different earthquakes. 

EFFECTS OF UNILATERAL RUPTURE 

The preceding method for determining rupture dimension is not valid for a 
unilaterally propagating fault. Evidence for unilateral rupture growth is demon
strated in both the aftershock locations and the azimuthal variation of 7 1; 2 measured 
for event 3 in the southern Mojave. The top portion of Figure 7 depicts a map with 
the locations of the main shock and the aftershocks that occurred within 24 hr. 
These hypocenters were derived from master event relocations. Almost all of the 
aftershocks are situated to the south of the main shock, indicating that the main 
shock ruptured unilaterally to the south from its hypocenter. 

A plot of path-corrected values of 7 1; 2 as a function of azimuth is also shown in 
Figure 7. 7 1; 2 reaches a minimum at an azimuth of about 1800, due south of the 
epicenter. This pattern of 7 1; 2 with azimuth is consistent with an earthquake 
rupturing unilaterally to the south. For this analysis, we assumed the rupture 
propagated horizontally on a vertical strike-slip fault striking north-south. This 
focal mechanism is consistent with first motion data of this shock obtained from 
the local network. Because of the shallow depth of the source (7 km) and the 
distance to the stations (28 to 66 km), the rays are essentially taking off horizontally 
from the source. In Figure 6, we show the curve calculated for 71;2 for such a source, 
where 7 1; 2 is taken to be the time between the P wave emitted from the point of 
nucleation and the P wave produced at the southern end of the fault when the 
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rupture reaches that end (see Ben-Menahem, 1962; Boatwright, 1980), so that 

71/2 = ( 1 - ~ cos cp) ~. (8) 

In this formula, cp represents the azimuth of the outgoing ray measured with respect 
to the direction of rupture propagation and a denotes the rupture length. The curve 
shown is the best fit to the data and yields a rupture velocity of 0.9 v. and a fault 
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FIG. 7 (Top) Master event relocatwns of event 3 and its aftershocks. Filled Circles represent 
aftershocks withm 1 hr of the mam shock, and open Circles are aftershocks withm 1 day. Error bars of 
the relative locations are shown to the nght (Bottom) Path-corrected values of T1J2 for the main shock 
plotted agamst azimuth from the epicenter to the station. Curve indicates predicted values of T 1; 2 derived 
for a rupture propagating unilaterally to the south (see text). 

length of 360 m. The curve derived from this procedure explains the azimuthal 
differences in 7 1; 2 , although the constraint on the rupture velocity is weak. The 
calculated fault length falls between the length of the aftershock zone defined by 
aftershocks within 1 hr of the main shock (250 m) and that produced by aftershocks 
within 1 day (650 m, see Figure 7). 

The value of rupture length derived by this method differs from the fault radius 
that would be calculated from equation (5) using the average value of 7 1; 2 • We 
determined the fault radii and stress drops of all the main shocks studied from the 
average 71;2 and equations (5) and (7). We recognize that the assumption of circular 
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faulting is probably incorrect for the events with unilateral rupture. However, our 
approach was chosen so that the calculated stress drops would be a relative measure 
of the ratio between the seismic moment and the rupture duration. In this sense, 
the stress drops estimated for the earthquakes with unilateral rupture can be 
compared with the others. 

The important finding conveyed in Figure 7 is that two independent pieces of 
evidence, aftershock locations, and variations in pulse widths, confirm that event 3 
ruptured unilaterally to the south. This observation gives us confidence that 7 1; 2 is 
indeed a measure of the apparent rupture duration of an earthquake. 

RESULTS: RUPTURE DURATIONS AND STRESS DROPS 

The average values of 7 112 , both original and corrected for path effects by 
subtracting the minimum 7 1; 2 of the aftershocks, are graphed in Figure 8 for 10 of 
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FIG 8 Average values of T 1; 2 plotted as a functwn of event number Open cucles represent ongmal 

values measured from the seismograms, and filled c1rcles denote values of T 1; 2 corrected usmg aftershock 
pulse w1dths C1rcles w1th crosses are events with azimuthal vanatwns in T 1; 2 mdicative of unilateral 
rupture propagatiOn. 

the main shocks studied (see also Tables 2 and 3). Event 11 yielded inconsistent 
readings at stations at similar azimuths and will be discussed later. The points 
plotted in Figure 8 represent the averages of 7 1; 2 from 3 to 7 stations for each event. 
The error bars denote one standard deviation. For events 6 and 7, the readings from 
station KEE were not included in the averages and will be noted later. The path
corrected values of 7 1; 2 are about one-half of the original 7112's measured from the 
seismograms. Two of the main shocks (events 3 and 10) appeared to have an 
azimuthal dependence of 7 1; 2 indicative of unilateral rupture and are shown with 
different symbols in Figure 8. 

The standard deviations in 7 1; 2 for each sequence are generally much lower for 
the path-corrected values than the original pulse widths. This demonstrates that 
we can account for a large portion of the scatter in pulse widths for a given event 
by variations in the path effects. The corrected values of 71;2 track the uncorrected 
values very well. For example, event 6 has the shortest uncorrected value of average 
7 1; 2 and also the smallest corrected average. Thus, we are not introducing a bias 
between each event by using the empirically derived path corrections. 
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Figure 9 shows the average values of 71;2, both original and path-corrected, plotted 
as a function of the local magnitude of the events. The lines of constant stress drop 
depicted in Figure 9 were derived from the relationship between ML and seismic 
moment given by equation (6). This figure illustrates that the differences in pulse 

TABLE 3 

SOURCE PARAMETERS OF MAIN SHOCKS STUDIED 

Event 
No 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Moment 
Average 

Radms 
Corrected 

(1021 dyne-em) 
Tt/2 (sec) 

(m) 

2.7 0052 260 
56 0078 390 
5.6 0.104 530 
4.4 0.060 300 
7.2 0090 460 
56 0.028 140 
3.5 0.051 260 
7.2 0 041 210 
56 0 051 260 
4.4 0 073 370 
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FIG. 9 (a) Origmal and (b) path-corrected values of T1;2 plotted agamst local magnitude for the 10 
main shocks studted Note that T1;21s plotted on a loganthm1c axis Slanted hnes denote hnes of constant 
stress drop. Event numbers are given beside symbols. Dtagonal hnes represent hnes of constant stress 
drop. 
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width occur in events of similar magnitudes. The stress drops calculated from the 
path-corrected 71;2's are about 10 times higher than those determined from the 
original 71;2's measured from the seismograms. Events 6 and 8 appear to plot below 
the field of the other events in both graphs, indicating that they had relatively high 
stress drops. 

The stress drops calculated for these earthquakes are graphed in Figure 10 and 
displayed in map view in Figure 11 (see also Table 3). Seven events had stress drol)s 
estimated between 30 and 140 bars. The shock with the shortest value of 7112, event 
6, also had a significantly higher stress drop (860 bars) than the other events 
studied. The stress drops do not display a dependence on moment for this limited 
range of magnitude. There is no simple correlation observed between stress drop 
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and source depth, although the earthquake with the highest stress drop (no. 7) was 
the deepest of those analyzed. 

Event 6 had by far the highest stress drop of the events studied. It was followed 
within 1 hr by event 7 just 1.5 km away. The relative locations of these earthquakes 
are shown in Figure 12. They were situated near the San Jacinto fault zone, about 
10 km south of the Anza seismic gap (Thatcher et al., 1975) at a depth of about 17 
km. Figure 12 also depicts the location of a magnitude 5.5 event that occurred on 
25 February 1980. It is interesting to note that this larger shock was positioned only 
1.5 km away from the high stress drop event of 2 July 1979 (event 6), and was 
produced less than 8 months after it. 

Events 6 and 7 represent an important example of two earthquakes in about the 
same location and with comparable moments that have significantly different stress 
drops. The waveforms of these two events recorded at four stations at varying 
azimuths are also displayed in Figure 12. This figure contains the seismograms used 
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as the empirical Green's function for both events 6 and 7. For stations PSP, KEE, 
and COY a small earthquake at 12:14 UTC is displayed as the Green's function. 
The seismogram shown for this event was processed to remove the effects of the 
antialiasing filter so that its zero crossing could be compared to that of the clipped 
records. The waveform of the empirical Green's function illustrated for SMO is the 
analog record for a small foreshock to event 7. The clipped records shown are from 
playbacks of the analog tapes, with no antialiasing filter. 

The essential finding conveyed in Figure 12 is that 71;2 for the first event (no. 6, 
11:51 UTC) is significantly shorter than that of the second event (no. 7, 12:42 UTC) 
at all of the stations that were studied. This observation implies that the rupture 
duration of event 6 is shorter than that of event 7. If the rupture velocities of these 
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FIG. 11. Map With stress drops and event numbers. Circles With crosses denote events with inferred 
unilateral rupture. Note the proximity of event 6 with the 860 bar stress drop to event 7 With a 88 bar 
stress drop. 

earthquakes are similar (as we assume), then the fault radius of event 6 is also 
smaller than event 7, and its stress drop is higher. The fact that 7 1; 2 was observed 
to differ at stations at a variety of azimuths implies that there is truly a difference 
in rupture duration between these events and not just a variation in rupture 
directivity. 

The estimate of how large a difference in stress drop there is between events 6 
and 7 is dependent on some of our assumptions. We assume these events have 
similar rupture velocities, although observationally we cannot constrain this param
eter. It is possible that the events we use as empirical Green's functions are not of 
small enough moment to truly indicate the minimum value of 7 1; 2 for that path. The 
larger the correction of the pulse width for path effects becomes, the greater the 
percentage difference in the corrected 7 1; 2's. For example, the average uncorrected 
7112 is 0.089 sec for event 6 and 0.113 sec for event 7. If these uncorrected values of 
71/2 are interpreted as the true source duration, then the fault radii for these events 
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differ by a factor of 1.3, and their stress drops differ by a factor of 3.3. However, 
after we subtract the values of r1;2 of the empirical Green's function, the r 1; 2's differ 
by a factor of 1.8 and the stress drops vary by a factor of about 10. We feel that the 
path corrections we utilize are justified by the data and that the best estimate of 
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FIG. 12. Map w1th the pos1tions of events 6 and 7 along the San Jacinto fault zone, along w1th the1r 
se1smograms recorded at four stations. The top se1smogram for each statwn is of event 6 (11:51 UTC), 
the m!ddle se1smogram is from event 7 (12·42 UTC), and the bottom record 1s of a small event used as 
the emp1rical Green's functwn (see text). Lines emanating from the map are initially oriented at the 
az1muth between the events and that particular statwn Note that the time between the P-wave onset 
and the first zero crossing IS shorter for event 6 than for event 7 at all of the stations Positwn of ML 5.5 
on 25 February 1980 is also shown on the map. 

the ratio of stress drops for these events is 10. This finding indicates that large 
differences in stress drop can occur over a distance of 1.5 km. 

The seismicity associated with the 2 July 1979 sequence is of importance in its 
relation to the ML 5.5 shock which followed. In Figure 13, we show the master event 
relocations for the events of 2 July 1979. The absolute positions of these events 
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vary slightly from those in Figure 12, because a smaller set of stations was used. 
After the 11:51 event occurred (event 6), a cluster of three small earthquakes was 
generated well outside of the rupture zone calculated for event 6. Then the 12:42 
earthquake (event 7) occurred about 1 km to the north of the cluster and 1.5 km 
west of event 6. The hypocenter of the 25 February 1980, event (ML = 5.5) was 
located between event 7 and the cluster of events to the south. Aftershock locations 
of the February 1980 shock indicate that it ruptured unilaterally to the northwest 
(Sanders and Kanamori, 1983), away from the location ofthe high stress drop event. 
This example illustrates the added information that stress drop estimates can 
contribute to studies of precursory seismicity. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD 

There are several limitations to this method of determining rupture duration, 
some involving the instrumentation and others caused by the variability of the data. 
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There are indications that, in a few cases, the zero crossing on the clipped record is 
not accurate. One of the events studied, event 11, produced a wide range of corrected 
7 1;2's at stations with similar azimuths (see Table 1). We did not calculate source 
parameters for this earthquake. The inconsistency of the pulse widths for event 11 
could be a result of unreliable zero crossings at one or two stations. Similarly, the 
zero crossing for event 7 at station KEE is inconsistent with 7 1; 2 at PSP, which is 
at about the same azimuth. The corrected value of 7 1; 2 at KEE for this earthquake 
is much larger than at the four other stations. The 7 1; 2 residual at KEE determined 
for event 7 plotted well outside the field observed for the other earthquakes studied 
and is shown by the circled number in Figure 6. 

One problem of this method is whether the waveforms of the aftershocks accu
rately reflect the minimum values of pulse width for a particular source-receiver 
pair. In several cases, we do not have a suite of earthquakes in one location with a 
wide enough range of magnitudes to produce a graph such as those in Figure 3. The 
magnitude where the minimum 7 1; 2 is reached varies with the path and may not be 
attained for some of the sequences studied. 
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Small errors in estimating the value of the minimum T 112 can be important when 
comparing events from different regions. The variation in the average pulse width 
between a high stress drop event (e.g., event 6) and a low stress drop one (e.g., event 
7) is only about 0.02 sec. By averaging readings at several stations for each event, 
we have tried to alleviate this problem. The fact that our corrected values of T1;2 

essentially track the original values gives us confidence that errors in estimating 
the minimum T 1; 2 have not affected the relative stress drops of these earthquakes. 

Of course, the most accurate way to apply this method of determining source 
duration is to use unclipped records. As network instrumentation with higher 
dynamic range becomes available, the comparison of the entire waveforms of main 
shocks and aftershocks will be possible on a routine basis. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of this study shown in Figure 11 call attention to regions that deserve 
further investigation. The stress drop of event 8 was the second highest found (350 
bars) and was significantly larger than seven of the other earthquakes. This event 
was located within 3 km of the surface trace of the San Andreas fault at a depth of 
7.2 km. The southern end of the rupture zone of the great 1857 earthquake is 
situated about 30 km to the south of this event. The high stress drop of this event 
may reflect high stresses generated by the locked nature of the San Andreas fault 
in this area. 

Along the San Jacinto fault zone, the difference in stress drop between events 6 
and 7 may reflect the heterogeneity of strength along the fault zone on a scale of a 
few kilometers. It is interesting that event 6, with the highest stress drop of the 
earthquakes studied here, apparently triggered event 7 and smaller events in the 
vicinity (Figure 13). Das and Scholz (1981) proposed that delayed multiple events 
(such as events 6 and 7) are caused by subcritical crack growth penetrating a high 
strength barrier along the perimeter of the rupture zone of the initial earthquake 
after the seismic rupture has been halted. The second event is produced when the 
subcritical crack reaches a weak area on the other side of the barrier. A high stress 
drop event (such as event 6) would be more likely to trigger secondary events than 
a low stress drop earthquake since the subcritical rupture growth is dependent on 
the stress intensity factor at the crack tip which is proportional to the static stress 
drop of the initial event (see Das and Scholz, 1981). 

In conclusion, this paper has demonstrated that important information about the 
rupture duration and directivity of earthquakes between magnitude 3.5 and 4.0 can 
be obtained from the zero crossings of clipped records from local seismic networks. 
This paper has also shown the need for empirical corrections to account for path 
effects on short-period waveforms. The pulse width of small events varies for source
receiver paths of similar distances and cannot be explained by source effects in 
most instances. The initial pulse widths of small earthquakes (M < 2.5) appear in 
most cases studied to be dominated by path effects even for relatively short distances 
(<40 km) between source and receiver. 

This study has documented that significant variations in rupture duration and 
stress drop occur for earthquakes of ML between 3.5 and 4.0 in southern California. 
Events of this magnitude occur frequently enough so that, over a period of a few 
years, regional averages of stress drop can be obtained. By applying the technique 
presented in this paper on a routine basis to a larger set of earthquakes, the 
variability of stress drop can be assessed and the potential link between high stress 
drop events and impending larger earthquakes can be evaluated. 
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